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TO:  Interested Parties 

FROM: Guy Molyneux and Geoff Garin   

DATE: November 12, 2013 

RE:  Americans’ Budget Priorities 

From October 25 to 30, 2013, Hart Research Associates conducted a national 

survey among 1,009 2012 voters on behalf of Americans for Tax Fairness (ATF).  
The survey measures voters’ priorities for Congressional budget negotiations. The 

poll’s margin of error is ±3.1 percentage points.   

1) Voters say that the next budget agreement should include revenue from 
the wealthy and corporations, and they strongly reject the cuts-only 

approach.  By a strong 17-point margin, voters want the next budget agreement 

to include new tax revenue from the wealthy and corporations, in addition to 
spending cuts (56% agree), rather than a budget that features only spending cuts 

with no increase in taxes on anyone (39%).  Political independents (+19 points), 

moderates (+43), and 2014 swing voters (+40) all clearly support an agreement 

that includes new revenue.  Support for new revenue is also robust in 2014 Senate 
battleground states (+27).  

Americans reject the position that revenue should be off the table because they 

continue to believe—despite the fiscal cliff deal—that the wealthy and corporations 
should pay more in taxes.  Sixty-five percent (65%) of voters nationwide say that 

the richest 2% should pay more in taxes, virtually the same percentage as in the 

Hart Research survey conducted for ATF in January 2013 (66%).  Similarly, 64% 
want large corporations to pay more in taxes (just 10% say less), figures that are 

also virtually unchanged since January.   

2) Americans want Congress to put job creation back into the budget 

equation, rather than maintain a singular focus on the deficit.  However, 
the public still desires deficit reduction and limiting spending.  Americans 

are assigning Congress a “dual mandate” in this round of budget negotiations: work 

to strengthen the economy and reduce the deficit.  By an overwhelming 40-point 
margin (68% to 28%), they say Congress should “focus on strengthening the 

economy and creating jobs, while also tackling our deficit responsibly,” rather than 

simply “getting our budget deficit under control and bringing down the national 
debt.” 

Voters express less support for a plan that reduces the deficit solely through 

increasing tax revenue from the wealthy and corporations (38%) than one that 

relies exclusively on cutting spending (51%). A balanced revenue-and-cuts 
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approach can win this debate, while a revenue-only proposal does not have the 
same advantage over the cuts-only agenda.  

3) Americans want to see at least half of the sequester’s automatic 

spending cuts replaced with revenue from the wealthy and corporations.  
Just 18% of voters want to see the sequester’s $110 billion in automatic spending 

cuts take full effect, and another 18% want to cancel the spending cuts entirely.  A 

56% majority chooses the middle path of reducing the spending cuts “somewhat.”  

By two to one (53% to 27%), the public favors reducing the sequester cuts by half 
and replacing them with new revenue from the wealthy and corporations. Voters 

prefer this proposal over allowing the full cuts to take effect by a double-digit 

margin in every region of the country, and in Senate battleground states. While 
Democratic voters are united around their party’s position (79% to 7%), the GOP is 

divided badly: Tea Party Republicans support the sequester by 69% to 13%, but 

non-Tea Party Republicans actually favor reducing the cuts by half (40% to 35%).   
And strikingly, voters overall support a proposal to cancel the sequester spending 

cuts entirely and replace them with new tax revenue from the wealthy and 

corporations by 16 points (50% to 34%). 

4) Voters strongly oppose offsetting the sequester by making cuts in 
Medicare, Medicaid, or Social Security.  About the only thing Congress could do 

that would be less popular than allowing the full sequester cuts to take effect would 

be to offset them with cuts in entitlement programs.  If the choice is allowing the 
sequester cuts or offsetting them by reducing future spending on Medicare and 

Social Security, Americans prefer allowing the sequester cuts by two to one (just 

22% favor the entitlement offset proposal).  By a staggering 70% to 12%, voters 

say sequester relief should be offset by closing tax breaks for the wealthy and big 
corporations rather than reducing spending on Social Security and Medicare.   

 85% oppose asking seniors to pay more for Medicare. 

 83% oppose cutting Medicaid for families and seniors. 
 67% oppose reducing the Social Security COLA (chained CPI). 

5) Almost no public support exists for reducing high-end or corporate tax 

rates as part of tax reform.  Voters insist by a remarkable nine-to-one ratio that 
any revenue from limiting tax deductions for the wealthy or closing corporate 

loopholes should be used for public investment and deficit reduction (82%), not to 

lower tax rates on the wealthy or corporations (9%).  Within the voting public there 

is virtually no significant constituency for reducing tax rates on wealthy individuals 
or corporations. 

Taxing large corporations has particular political appeal today.  When voters hear a 

debate between members of Congress who want to broaden the tax base and 
reduce corporate tax rates and members of Congress who want big corporations to 

“live by the same rules as the rest of us,” voters side with the latter position by two 

to one (62% to 30%).  Similarly, by 55% to 35% the public agrees that we need to 
close loopholes for corporations that ship profits and jobs offshore, over an 

argument that we need to create a “level playing field” for U.S. companies against 

foreign competitors.   
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6) The public supports a range of revenue-raising options:   

 By a margin of 79% (59% strongly) to 17%, voters approved of closing “tax 

loopholes to ensure that American corporations pay as much on foreign 

profits as they do on profits made in the United States.”  

 By a margin of 71% (51% strongly) to 23%, voters approved of passing “the 

Buffett Rule, which sets a minimum income tax rate of thirty percent for 

millionaires to ensure they do not pay a lower tax rate than the middle 

class.” 

 By a margin of 69% (54% strongly) to 27%, voters approved of eliminating 

“tax loopholes for corporate meals and entertainment.” 

 By a margin of 68% (53% strongly) to 28%, voters approved of eliminating 
“the loophole that allows Wall Street hedge fund managers to pay a lower tax 

rate than middle-class taxpayers.” This is commonly known as the carried 

interest loophole. 

 By a margin of 62% (50% strongly) to 36%, voters approved of closing 

“loopholes that allow corporations and wealthy individuals to avoid paying 

U.S. taxes by shifting income to offshore tax havens.”  

 By a margin of 62% (45% strongly) to 34%, voters approved of eliminating 
“special tax breaks for oil and gas companies.” 

 By a margin of 52% (25% strongly) to 41%, voters approved of limiting “tax 

deductions for people making over two hundred fifty thousand dollars a 
year.” 

7) Voters strongly oppose cutting Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid, 

unless they are referred to as “entitlements” with no additional 

information.   

 By a 17-point margin (52% to 35%), Americans approve of a budget deal 

that “cuts spending on entitlement programs.”  However, that 52% support 

drops to a mere 14% if a budget “cuts spending on Social Security and 
Medicare,” while fully 79% oppose such cuts.   

 When asked “If Congress decided to cancel some of the automatic spending 

cuts, which of these do you think is the better way to pay for that” 70% said 
“eliminate some tax breaks for the wealthy and big corporations” and just 

12% said “reduce spending on Medicare and Social Security in future years.” 

 85% oppose asking “seniors to pay more for their Medicare coverage.”  

 83% oppose cutting “Medicaid health coverage for families and seniors.”  

 67% oppose reducing “the annual cost-of-living increase for Social Security 

benefits” (the so-called chained CPI). 

 


